Chrysler 300 clock spring

Wipers, horn , turn signals and high beams all went out at once. Does this have anything to do
with the clockspring or the multifunction switch? I also hear clicking noise in steering wheel
when I turn. Nervousmess answered 3 years ago. This problem started after purchasing a new
battery. I am scheduled to go to the dealership on Monday but am not sure what to tell them to
do. Im a female and don't want to be taken advantage of and having unnecessary repairs done
to make the bill high. Should I have them put t The car on a diagnostic machine? A broken clock
spring will cause the air bag light to come on. All of the other electrical functions except the
horn, are controlled by the multi function switch. You may have a combination of problems. If
the steering wheel feels loose on the column The clockspring bushing may have broken
causing you all of these problems. Thank you. This is very helpful. I have been researching
these problems for the last week. Whats the best way to find out if this is the problem without it
costing an arm and leg. If the battery was replaced with the key in the ignition. A voltage spike
could have blown a few fuses. You can check the fuses pretty easily yourself at home. Fuses all
look good. I tried switching around relays that didn't help. I've read somewhere that
disconnecting the battery negative only and leaving it off for 30 minutes could fix the problem.
Would you agree? What wrong if if the windshield wipers don't work and the turn signal lights
don't work and the the light that shows the little car sliding I know what that is but what's wrong
if all that shows together. GuruKJ6BC answered about a year ago. Matthew answered 2 months
ago. I have a Chrysler I replace the starter and that it caused the electrical Arc I guess to go
back to its the battery burnt the negative cable but got that fixed and I had to push it backwards
to the parking spot and I turn the wheel which I think broke the clock spring but I got another
one as for a now the whole thing won't fit in there for my 05 to an 09 but I change out the blinker
and doesn't 09 have a sensor module cuz I had so many backyard mechanic do it and there's
just a gray piece there and I switched out the directional arm piece I couldn't switch out the
clock spring because the teeth on it are different I didn't want to mess it up could anybody give
me a clue on on to what I would have to replace because I've already checked the fuses the
relays all that it's something to do I believe with the steering column. I also hear clicking noise
in steering wheel when I t Is it a battery issue you think? As far as I know I didn't leave anything
on. My fobs won't do anything to my car. My windows won't operate. Sometimes I turn the key,
it turns on quick Sometimes I turn the key ,hold it on a lil bit , and then let go,a couple seconds
later it turns on what might the problem be So I have to constantly hold my high beams switch
while driving and it's a pain and unsafe. A fri My tail lights park lights do not work, but the turn
signal works and the break lights work. Not sure where to look for the reason for the shorting
out of the 8 fuse. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Does the clockspring have
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accessing any content on Access to Clock Spring? I have a m. This leads me to believe clock
spring is bad. Where is best place to purchase one? Is it hard to replace? Thanks, Larry. I think
it's the right one. Not a difficult job. Yes, that's the correct part number. Someone here may
have a spare. Larry One of the many benefits of being a member of the club is the access to our
extensive knowledgebase of how-tos. Membership paid. Strong play, Larry. Hopefully a Member
has a spare clockspring for you. The Knowledgebase info is invaluable. Keep us posted, pls.
Hey Larry, I just processed your membership so you would have access to the how-to quickly.

Welcome to the club! I have a spare clockspring if you need one. My keys! Thanks for the offer,
but I already have a new one on order. The instructions from the site are really slick in that they
were annotated with helpful little notes which don't appear in the shop manual. The instructions
were well worth the price of admission. SilverSpecial wrote: Hey Larry, I just processed your
membership so you would have access to the how-to quickly. Besides, I got a cool membership
packet in the mail which sweetened the deal even more. Good to hear Larry! I recently bought a
04 m special and clock spring is done Does any one have one for sale or can direct me to
one??? Options 16 posts Page 1 of 1 16 posts. Time: 0. Remember me. Top list. An airbag clock
spring is used to connect the steering wheel to other electrical devices such as the airbag
safety system, radio volume and station selections, horn and cruise controls. This is done using
a series of small wires wound between an upper and lower plate which is mounted between the
steering column and the steering wheel. This part can go bad when these wires become
fatigued and break causing a short or open circuit. If repairs are being done which involve the
removal of the steering wheel and the clock spring and it is mistreated by over extending the
internal wires it will also break the clock spring. When this malfunction occurs it will cause the
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